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Examples of exotic free 2–complexes and
stably free nonfree modules for quaternion groups

F RUDOLF BEYL

NANCY WALLER

This is a continuation of our study [3] of a family of projective modules over Q4n ,
the generalized quaternion (binary dihedral) group of order 4n . Our approach is
constructive. Whenever n � 7 is odd, this work provides examples of stably free
nonfree modules of rank 1 , which are then used to construct exotic algebraic 2–
complexes relevant to Wall’s D(2)–problem. While there are examples of stably
free nonfree modules for many infinite groups G , there are few actual examples for
finite groups. This paper offers an infinite collection of finite groups with stably
free nonfree modules P , given as ideals in the group ring. We present a method for
constructing explicit stabilizing isomorphisms � W ZG˚ZGŠP˚ZG described by
2�2 matrices. This makes the subject accessible to both theoretical and computational
investigations, in particular, of Wall’s D(2)–problem.

16D40, 19A13, 57M20; 55P15

Introduction

Our motivation for constructing stably free nonfree modules is their relevance to the
homotopy classification of 2–complexes, in particular, Wall’s D(2)–problem [22; 23]:

D(2)–problem Suppose X is a finite three-dimensional connected CW–complex (with
universal cover zX ) such that H3. zX ;Z/D 0 and H 3.X;B/D 0 for all local coefficient
systems B on X . Is X homotopy equivalent to a finite 2–complex?

This is equivalent to showing that every chain homotopy type of algebraic 2–complexes
is geometrically realizable, ie, the homotopy class contains a chain complex of the
universal cover of a presentation complex for G [9]. Johnson [8, Theorem IV, p 220]
showed that the chain homotopy classes of algebraic 2–complexes of minimal Euler
characteristic over Q4n correspond to the isomorphism classes of rank 1 stably free
ZQ4n –modules. It is unknown whether the algebraic 2–complexes corresponding
to stably free nonfree modules are geometrically realizable. If one such algebraic
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2–complex were not geometrically realizable, it would provide a negative answer to
Wall’s D(2)–problem.

Major techniques for classifying the homotopy types of presentation complexes actually
classify chain homotopy types of algebraic 2–complexes; see eg, Beyl–Latiolais–Waller
[2], Browning [4], Johnson [8] and Sieradski–Dyer [16]. As long as Wall’s D(2)–
problem remains unresolved, a complete homotopy classification of 2–complexes
requires that an actual presentation complex be constructed for each chain homotopy
type. It is inconceivable to do this without explicitly describing the second boundary
map of the algebraic 2–complex, which in turn relies on specifying a free basis for some
stabilization of a stably free nonfree module, ie, a specific stabilizing isomorphism. In
[3] we constructed a specific example of an algebraic 2–complex over Q28 for which
the geometric realization question remains unanswered, and we proposed it as a test
object for Wall’s D(2)–problem. A key ingredient of the argument is replacing the
second homotopy module of a geometric complex by some ZG –module P=NP . Here
N is the sum of the group elements and P is required to be stably free. When P=NP

is not singly generated, the resulting algebraic 2–complex is called exotic. This paper
provides the set of algebraic tools that allow one to generalize the previous construction
to ZQ4n for all odd n� 7. This gives an infinite list of such test objects. Since some
of the reasoning given in [3] does not extend to the general case without an excursion
into class field theory, we here present independent and more comprehensive arguments
that certain modules are stably free and not free. We have taken care to keep proofs as
elementary as possible.

Let G be a group. All ZG –modules considered in this paper are assumed to be finitely
generated. A ZG –module P is stably free if there is an isomorphism

P ˚ZG`
Š ZGk

˚ZG`

for some k; `� 0. If P ŠZGk whenever this condition is met, all stably free modules
are free and ZG is said to have the cancellation property. Berridge–Dunwoody [1],
Lewin [12] and also Harlander–Jensen [6] give examples of stably free nonfree modules
for certain infinite groups. For most finite groups G , no such examples exist. The reason
is that for such a group Jacobinski’s Cancellation Theorem, as presented by Swan–
Evans [19, Theorem 9.9], implies that ZG has the cancellation property whenever
ZG satisfies the Eichler condition. This happens whenever G has no quotient that
is one of the binary polyhedral groups: Q4n for n� 2, T24 , O48 , I120 [19, p 178f].
The earliest example of noncancellation for an integral group ring of a finite group,
specifically Q32 , is due to Swan [18]. Based on Swan’s results, Johnson [10] shows
the existence of exotic algebraic 2–complexes over Q

2n for n � 5. Vignéras [21]
showed that ZQ4n does not have the cancellation property when n is sufficiently
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large. Swan [20] gave a sharper bound and systematically studied the remaining cases:
The only binary polyhedral groups G such that ZG has the cancellation property are
Q8 , Q12 , Q16 , Q20 , T24 , O48 , and I120 . The results of Swan and Vignéras imply
the existence of stably free nonfree modules for all other ZQ4n , but without explicit
construction.

In Section 4 we give specific examples, for all odd n � 7, of stably free nonfree
modules over Q4n . Each such module is described as a left ideal of ZQ4n with two
explicitly given generators, and belongs to a family of rank 1 ZQ4n –projectives P

for n � 2. By Theorem 1.6 the class of P has order at most 2 in the reduced class
group C.ZQ4n/D zK0.ZQ4n/. Section 2 gives a simple condition for P to be stably
free and exhibits an explicit stabilizing isomorphism ZQ4n˚ZQ4n Š P ˚ZQ4n

when this condition is met. Note that this provides a free basis for a stabilization of
P . For odd n, Section 3 gives easily testable criteria for P to be nonfree. Our results
depend on a lemma of Magurn–Oliver–Vaserstein [13], which shows that the units
in certain factor rings of ZQ4n have a relatively simple structure. For the purpose
of constructing examples of exotic algebraic 2–complexes in Section 4, we also give
conditions for P=NP not to be singly generated as a ZQ4n –module.

The reader may use the methods presented here to construct additional explicit examples
of exotic algebraic 2–complexes. We hope that the results of this paper will lead to
further investigations of the D(2)–problem of C T C Wall.

We gladly acknowledge inspiration from the work of R G Swan. We thank Cameron
Gordon, Jens Harlander, Cynthia Hog-Angeloni, Wolfgang Metzler, and Kalathoor
Varadarajan for their encouragement to publish these results in connection with Wall’s
D(2)–problem, and Konstantin Psouroukis for providing an additional reference.

1 A class of projective modules over ZQ4n

Here the underlying group is the generalized quaternion (binary dihedral) group

Q4n D hx;y
ˇ̌

xn
D y2

D .xy/2i ; n� 2 :

Given integers a and b , not both zero, let P D PaCby be the left ideal in ZQ4n

generated by aC by and xC 1. Let k D a2C b2 for n odd, and k D a2� b2 for n

even. As we showed in [3, Proposition 2.1], this P is actually a two-sided ideal and is
projective whenever .k; 2n/D 1. From now on, assume that .k; 2n/D 1. Then both
k and N are elements of P , where N is the sum of the group elements.

Let †� D 1� x C x2 � x3 C � � � � x2n�1 and let Zm D Z=mZ. Since h†�i and
hxC 1i are two-sided ideals with trivial intersection, the group ring ZQ4n may be
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decomposed by a bicartesian square of rings:

ZQ
4n

//

��

ZQ
4n
=h†�i

��
ZQ

4n
=hxC 1i // Z

2n
Œy�=hy2� .�1/ni

Overview We will be interested in avoiding elements of ZQ4n which lie over aCby2

ZQ4n=hx C 1i and are units in ZQ4n=h†
�i; cf Lemma 3.2. The scarcity of such

elements implies that many PaCby are not free; cf Theorem 3.11. On the other hand,
there are sufficiently many units in ZQ4n=h†

�i to allow the construction of 2� 2

matrices that are invertible mod h†�i. Hence many PaCby are stably free; cf Theorem
2.2.

For the main purpose of this paper, all that is required is the existence of left inverses
for certain matrices, but for completeness note the following.

Remark 1.1 Let M` .R/ denote the ring of `� ` matrices over the unital ring R. If
U �V D 1 in M` .ZG/ for a group G , then also V �U D 1. In other words, if V has
a left inverse, it is invertible. (Rings with this property are called von Neumann finite.)
This statement is highly nontrivial for infinite groups G and in this case is known as
Kaplansky’s Theorem [11, p 122]; see also Bogley [7, p 328], Montgomery [14] and
Passman [15, p 38]. Recall that for finite groups G this follows from standard linear
algebra, since the `� ` matrices with entries in ZG can be interpreted as Q–linear
endomorphisms of the finite-dimensional rational vector space M` .QG/. When I is
an ideal in ZG , the same holds for RD ZG=I in place of ZG , provided that G is
finite and ZG=I is torsion-free as an abelian group.

In this context, the following lemma will be used several times.

Lemma 1.2 Let „D .1Cy/
Pn�1

`D0 x2` in ZQ4n . Whenever I is the ideal h†�i or
h„i, then the additive group of ZQ4n=I is torsion-free.

Proof The ideal h„i is actually two-sided because „ is central in ZQ4n . In each
case, there is a basis for ZQ4n as a free abelian group which contains a basis for I ,
hence the complement of the basis for I gives a free basis for ZQ4n=I . In particular,
h†�i has rational rank 2. And h„i has rational rank 3 or 2, depending on whether n

is odd or even, respectively.
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Lemma 1.3 For m� 1, let

um D

m�1X
iD0

.�x/i :

If .m; 2n/ D 1, then um is a unit mod h†�i and zm D .�x/�
m�1

2 um is central in
ZQ4n .

Proof Let `� 1 be an integer such that m`� 1 mod 2n. Then
P`�1

iD0.�xm/i is the
inverse of um mod h†�i.

Lemma 1.4 If m � 1 and .m; 2n/ D 1, then the left ideal hm;x C 1i of ZQ4n is
generated by um or zm and is isomorphic to ZQ4n .

Proof Since m� um mod hxC1i and †� annihilates xC1, this ideal is generated
by um .

For the purpose of constructing examples of interest in topology, as in [3] we now
provide some explicit isomorphisms. Under easily verifiable hypotheses, these show
that P is projective and even stably free. Theorem 1.6 will show that the isomorphism
class of P has order at most 2 in C.ZQ4n/D zK0.ZQ4n/.

Lemma 1.5 If .k; 2n/D 1, there are polynomials A.x/, B.x/, C.x/ and D.x/ that,
considered as elements of ZQ4n , satisfy the following:

(i) A.x/� a mod h.xC 1/2i and B.x/� b mod h.xC 1/2i;

(ii) both A.x/ and B.x/ commute with y ;

(iii) D.x/D ŒA.x/�2� ŒB.x/�2xn�C.x/.xC 1/2 is a unit in ZQ4n=h†
�i, where

(1–1) D.x/ WD sgn.k/
�
1C

jkj�1
2X

mD1

.�1/m
�
x�m
Cxm

��
D sgn.k/zjkj :

Proof First note that, in ZŒx;x�1�, x�mC 2Cxm � 0 mod h.xC 1/2i when m is
odd and x�m�2Cxm� 0 mod h.xC1/2i when m is even. Also note that h.xC1/2i,
considered as a left ideal of ZQ4n , is actually a two-sided ideal. In addition, D.x/ is
a unit in ZQ4n=h†

�i by Lemma 1.3.
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Case 1: n odd Then k D a2 C b2 . Since y.a C by/ D ay C bxn � �b C ay

mod hxC 1i, it suffices to consider a odd. Then working mod h.xC 1/2i in ZQ4n ,

0�

a2�1
2X

mD1

.�1/m
�
x�m
C .�1/mC1 2Cxm

�

C

k�1
2X

mDa2C1
2

.�1/m
�
xn�m

C .�1/m�nC1 2Cxm�n
�
xn

�� 1C
�
1C

k�1
2X

mD1

.�1/m
�
x�m
Cxm

��
� 2

a2� 1

2
C 2

b2

2
xn

D D.x/� a2
C b2xn :

Case 2: n even Then kDa2�b2 . Since y.aCby/DayCbxn�bCay mod hxC1i,
without loss of generality, b is even. Again, working mod h.xC 1/2i, 2.1� xn/D

.1�xn/2 � 0 and

0�

jkj�1
2X

mD1

.�1/m
�
x�m
C .�1/mC1 2Cxm

�
�

b2

2
.1�xn/2

D�1C
�
1C

jkj�1
2X

mD1

.�1/m
�
x�m
Cxm

��
� 2
ja2� b2j � 1

2
� b2

˙ b2xn

D˙
�
D.x/� a2

C b2xn
�
:

Use the upper signs if k > 0, the lower signs if k < 0.

Let A.x/ D a and B.x/ D b . The previous computations show that is possible to
find an appropriate C.x/. In practice, other choices for A.x/ and B.x/ may allow a
shorter expression for C.x/ as in Example 2.4.

Theorem 1.6 If .k; 2n/D1 and A.x/, B.x/, C.x/, D.x/ are polynomials satisfying
the conditions of Lemma 1.5, then the map �W ZQ4n˚ZQ4n!ZQ4n˚ZQ4n given
by right multiplication with the matrix

(1–2) ˆ.a; b; n/D

�
A.x/CB.x/y C.x/.xC 1/

xC 1 A.x/�B.x/xy

�
gives an isomorphism ZQ4n˚ZQ4n Š P ˚P . Thus P has order at most 2 in the
reduced class group. In addition, ˆ is invertible mod h†�i.
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Proof The following argument relies on repeated use of the properties (i)–(iii) of
Lemma 1.5. Note that im��P˚P . Since Œ�.xC1/;A.x/CB.x/xy �ˆD Œ0;D.x/�,
it follows that Œ0;xC1�2 im� . Similarly, ŒA.x/�B.x/y;�C.x/.xC1/�ˆ� ŒD.x/; 0�

mod Œ0;xC 1� implies ŒD.x/; 0� and ŒxC 1; 0� lie in im� . Consequently ŒaC by; 0�

and Œ0; aC by � are contained in the image. Thus im� D P ˚P . Since P and ZQ4n

have the same rank as abelian groups, � is a monomorphism.

Since ŒD.x/; 0� and Œ0;D.x/� lie in im� , ˆ has a left inverse mod h†�i. By Remark
1.1 and Lemma 1.2, ˆ is invertible mod h†�i.

Corollary 1.7 If .k; 2n/ D 1 and a is odd, a particular isomorphism ˆ.a; b; n/ in
Theorem 1.6 is given by the matrix

ˆ.a; b; n/D

�
aC by C.x/.xC 1/

xC 1 a� bxy

�
;

where C.x/ WD �.xC 1/�2
˚ a2�1

2X
mD1

.�1/m
�
x�m
C .�1/mC1 2Cxm

�

C

k�1
2X

mDa2C1
2

.�1/m
�
xn�m

C .�1/m�nC1 2Cxm�n
�
xn
	

when n is odd, and

C.x/ WD � sgn.k/.xC 1/�2
˚ jkj�1

2X
mD1

.�1/m
�
x�m
C .�1/mC1 2Cxm

�
�

b2

2
.1�xn/2

	
when n is even. In both cases C.x/ is an integral Laurent polynomial in x . When
C.x/ is interpreted as an element of ZQ4n ,

C.x/.xC 1/2 D a2
� b2xn

� sgn.k/zjkj :

Proof Note that b is even and that each individual summand within the braces of the
definition of C.x/ is divisible by .xC 1/2 in ZŒx;x�1�.

2 A class of stably free ZQ4n–modules: constructing isomor-
phisms

This section gives a free basis for a stabilization of P , which will be used in Section 4
to define the second boundary map of an exotic algebraic 2–complex.
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We continue using the notation of Section 1 and only consider

P D PaCby D haC by;xC 1i

under the condition .k; 2n/ D 1. When a C by is of the form h.e C fy/2 in
.ZnŒy�=hy

2 � .�1/ni /� for some integers e , f , and h, it is possible to directly
construct an isomorphism ZQ4n˚ZQ4n Š ZQ4n˚P . This gives an elementary
proof that P is stably free. This construction is motivated by attempting to lift the
isomorphism in GL

2
.ZnŒy�=hy

2� .�1/ni / given by

(2–1)
�

1 0

0 aC by

�
D

�
.eCfy/�1 0

0 eCfy

� �
eCfy 0

0 eCfy

� �
1 0

0 h

�
:

Similar to the definition of k D a2˙ b2 , let xk D e2˙f 2 , depending on whether n is
odd or even. Then k D h2xk2 . For easier computation, define for integers j :

X.j /D

8̂<̂
:sgn.j /

jj j�1P̀
D0

.�x/`n; if j 6D 0 ;

0; if j D 0 .

Then the following holds:

X.1/D 1 and X.�j /D�X.j / for all j ;(2–2)

xnX.j /D .�1/nX.j / for j even;(2–3)

X.i/X.j /DX.i � j / for all i and j ;(2–4)

X.i/CX.j /DX.i C j / if at least one of i or j is even;(2–5)

d �X.j /DX.d � j / for j even and d an integer:(2–6)

Also note that X.j /� j mod hxC1i and that X.j / lies in the commutative subring
generated by y .

Lemma 2.1 Recall xk D e2˙f 2 and k D h2xk2 . Let .k; 2n/D 1 and c be an integer
such that c xk � 1 mod 4n2 and c xk > 0. There is an matrix ‰ over ZQ4n with the
following properties:

(a) ‰ is invertible mod h†�i.

(b) ‰ �

�
c.e�fy/ 0

0 eCfy

�
mod hxC 1i:

In particular, with d D cxk�1
4n2 � 0, the following matrix has these properties:

(2–7) ‰.e; f; n/D

�
X.c/.X.e/�X.f /y / X.2n/�†�

d.X.2n/�†� / X.e/CX.f /y

�
:
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Proof The entries of ‰.e; f; n/ lie in the commutative subring generated by y and
†� . Using (2–2) to (2–6), one may show that the determinant mod h†�i is ˙1 or
˙xn .

Note that Lemma 1.3 implies that

(2–8) �.h/D

�
1 0

0 zh

�
is invertible mod h†�i whenever .h; 2n/D 1, while �.1/ is the identity matrix.

Theorem 2.2 Let .k; 2n/ D 1 and aC by D h.e C fy/2 in ZnŒy�=hy
2 � .�1/ni

for integers e , f , h. Then P D haC by;xC 1i is stably free. In particular, with c

and d as in Lemma 2.1, let ‰.e; f; n/, ˆ.e; f; n/, �.h/ be as in (2–7), (1–2), (2–8),
respectively. Let v D 1� 2dn†�C 4dn2 . Then the product matrix

(2–9) ‚D‰.e; f; n/ˆ.e; f; n/�.h/

"
v

1C4dn2 0

0 1

#
has entries in ZQ4n . The map � W ZQ4n ˚ ZQ4n ! ZQ4n ˚ ZQ4n defined by
multiplying row vectors on the right by ‚ is a monomorphism with image ZQ4n˚P .

Proof The map x� W ZQ4n˚ZQ4n! ZQ4n˚ZQ4n , defined by multiplying row
vectors on the right by ‰.e; f; n/ˆ.e; f; n/�.h/, is invertible mod †� . Hence the
vectors ŒxC1; 0� and Œ0;xC1� are contained in the image. Thus Œc.eCfy/.e�fy/; 0�

and Œ0; h.eCfy/2� are contained in im x� mod hxC1i. As in the proof of Theorem 1.6,
it follows that the image of x� is hm;xC1i˚P with mD cŒe2C.�1/nC1f 2�D c xk>0 .
The restriction of x� in the codomain is an isomorphism ZQ4n˚ZQ4nŠhm;xC1i˚P .
By Lemma 1.4 hm;xC 1i is generated by

um D

m�1X
iD0

.�1/ixi
D 1C 2 d n†�;

and therefore free. Thus P is stably free. Then umvD 1C4dn2 , and x� can be adjusted
to � so that im � is exactly equal to ZQ4n˚P � ZQ4n˚ZQ4n by redefining its
matrix as ‚. Computations in the rational group ring show that the entries of ‚ are
actually in ZQ4n .

Corollary 2.3 The matrix ‚ of Theorem 2.2 is invertible in ZQ4n=h†
�i.

Proof Note that 1C 2dn†� is the inverse of v
1C4dn2 in the rational group ring.
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Example 2.4 Let n� 3 be odd with .n; 5/D 1. Let P D h�3C4y;xC1i �ZQ4n ,
where �3C 4y D .1C 2y/2 in ZnŒy�=hy

2C 1i . Let mD n�1
2

and `D n� 2. For
n2 �˙1 mod 5, set

B D 2.n2
� 1/=5; AD B˙ 1; and w D .˙1� 2n†�C 4n2/=.1˙ 4n2/:

With these choices of A.x/DA and B.x/D B , the monomorphism � of Theorem
2.2 is given by multiplying row vectors on the right by

‚D

�
1� .1Cxn/y n� nxn�†�

n� nxn�†� .A�Bxn/.1� .1�xn/y/

�
�

�
�xn.1Cx�`/ 1C .�1/m.x�mCxm/y

1� .�1/m.x�mCxm/x`y .x`C 1/

� �
w 0

0 1

�
:

Example 2.5 Let nD p be an odd prime. When p � 3 mod 4, all elements of F�p
are squares in .Fp Œy�=hy

2C 1i/� Š F�p2 . When p� 1 mod 4, .Fp Œy�=hy
2C 1i/�Š

F�p �F�p , where 1 7! .1; 1/ and y 7! .˛;�˛/ with ˛2 D �1. It is possible to have
PaCby stably free when aC by is not a square. For p D 13, choose ˛ D 5. Then
.F13Œy�=hy

2 C 1i/� is generated by �5C 4y and �5� 4y corresponding to .2; 1/
and .1; 2/ in F�

13
� F�

13
, respectively. The element 5C 2y D .�5C 4y/.�5� 4y/3

corresponding to .2; 8/ is not a square, but P5C2y is stably free by Theorem 2.2 with
hD 41.

3 Stably free modules over ZQ4n that are not free

When P˚ZQ4nŠZQ4n˚ZQ4n , then there is an algebraic 2–complex whose second
homology module is isomorphic to P=NP . This is part of our argument [3, p 901f]
which is based on Swan [17, Lemma 2.1] and the fact that Q4n is the fundamental
group of a compact 3–manifold. This section gives criteria for determining whether or
not P is free. To this end, we give conditions for P=NP not to be singly generated as
a ZQ4n –module, which will imply that P=NP cannot serve as the second homotopy
group of a known geometric 2–complex. These results are not exhaustive. Rather, the
intent is to give easily testable criteria which often answer this question and provide
examples of stably free nonfree modules over Q4n for infinitely many n. This collection
of examples is large enough to include groups where K1.ZQ4n/ is not represented by
units. We extend the results of Swan [20, Chapter 10] by not requiring certain technical
assumptions on the real units of cyclotomic integers.
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Example 3.1 Swan [20, Theorem I, p 66] has shown that all stably free modules are
free for Q8 , Q12 , Q16 , and Q20 . Thus for n 2 f2; 3; 4; 5g, P is free whenever P is
stably free.

Lemma 3.2 Let .k; 2n/D 1. Then P D haC by;xC 1i is singly generated if, and
only if, there exists a � 2 ZQ4n such that � mod h†�i is a unit in ZQ4n=h†

�i and
�� aC by mod hxC 1i.

Proof Note that h†�i is the annihilator of hxC 1i. The remainder of this proof is
very similar to that of the following lemma and is omitted here.

Lemma 3.3 Let .k; 2n/ D 1, „ D .1C y/
Pn�1

`D0 x2` , and P D haC by;x C 1i.
Then P=NP is singly generated if, and only if, there exists a � 2 ZQ4n such that �
represents a unit in ZQ4n=h„i and �� aC by mod hxC 1i.

Proof Recall that h„i is a two-sided ideal of ZQ4n , and note that h„i=hN i is the
(two-sided) annihilator of hxC 1i=hN i in ZQ4n=hN i.

If such a � exists, then � 2P and P D h�;xC1i, and there is a  2ZQ4n such that
�D 1 mod h„i. Thus .xC 1/�� xC 1 mod hN i and � generates P=NP .

Conversely, suppose � mod hN i generates P=NP , where �D �.aCby/C�.xC1/

with �; � 2 ZQ4n . Since P and hxC 1i are two-sided ideals, � can be rewritten as
.aC by/.cC dy/C �0.xC 1/ with c , d integers and �0 2 ZQ4n . Since P=NP D

h�i, ha C byi mod hx C 1i D h�i mod hx C 1i in ZQ4n=hx C 1i. When n is
odd, there are no zero divisors in ZQ4n=hx C 1i, the Gaussian integers. When
n is even, ZQ4n=hx C 1i Š ZC2 and aC by mod hx C 1i is not a zero divisor
because k D a2 � b2 ¤ 0 by assumption. In either case, ZQ4n=hx C 1i has only
trivial units f˙1;˙yg. Hence P=NP will always have a generator represented by
�0 D .aC by/C �00.xC 1/, where �00 2 ZQ4n . Thus �0 � hxC 1i mod hN i, for
some  2 ZQ4n and �0 �  .aC by/� 0 mod hxC 1i. Therefore  D .xC 1/ 0

for some  0 2 ZQ4n . Then  0�0 � 1 mod h„i. Then  0 is the inverse of �0 in
ZQ4n=h†

�i by Remark 1.1 and Lemma 1.2.

Theorem 3.4 Let .k; 2n/D 1. If 2nja or 2njb , then P is free.

Proof Suppose 2nja. With the notation of Section 1,

P D huaCuby;xC 1i D h a
2n
†�Cuby;xC 1i D h a

2n
†�Cubyi

since .b; 2n/D 1 implies ub is a unit mod h†�i. Thus P is singly generated, hence
free. The case 2njb is similar.
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For the remainder of this paper, we restrict attention to odd n. Studying the image
of ZQ4n=h†

�i in appropriate quotient rings, we will give conditions under which
P is not free. To this end, let m > 1 be a divisor of n. Then there is a homomor-
phism of ZQ4n onto ZQ4m which induces a homomorphism of ZQ4n=h†

�i onto
ƒ2mDZQ4m=hˆ2m.x/iŠZQ4n=hˆ2m.x/i, where ˆ2m.x/ is the 2mth cyclotomic
polynomial and ˆ1.x/D x� 1. Moreover, ƒ2m is a Z–order in the totally definite
quaternion algebra H2mDQ˝ƒ2m by Swan [20, Lemma 4.2]. Let �

2m
be a primitive

2mth root of unity. ƒ2m may be identified with ZŒ�
2m
�CZŒ�

2m
�y where y2 D�1

and ya D xay for a 2 ZŒ�
2m
�, cf [20, p 75]. Under this identification, the center of

ƒ2m is R
2m
DR\ZŒ�

2m
�D ZŒ�

2m
� where �

2m
D �

2m
C ��1

2m
.

The proof of [20, Lemma 10.13] contains sufficient information for criteria that imply
P is not free provided a certain restrictive condition on the totally positive units of R2p

is met for some prime pjn, namely, .R�2p/
2 D .R�2p/

C . Our proof is independent of
this condition, leading to the easily testable criterion of Theorem 3.11.

Lemma 3.5 (Magurn–Oliver–Vaserstein [13, Lemma 7.5(b)]) Assume m> 1 is odd.
Then ƒ�

2m
is generated by Z.�

2m
/� and y .

Corollary 3.6 When mjn and m>1, every unit u in ZQ4n=hˆ2m.x/i can be written
in the form D.x/ or D.x/y for a suitable polynomial D.x/, depending on u.

For the remainder of this section, the following assumption holds:

Assumption 3.7 G is a group generated by x and y , where x has finite order t > 1

and generates a subgroup Ct of index 2.

Consider an integral polynomial p.x/ also as an element of ZCt �ZG and let hp.x/i
denote the left ideal in ZG . Such a polynomial may satisfy the condition:

(�)
Assumption 3.7 holds; p.x/ is a divisor in ZŒx� of xt � 1I deg p.x/ > 0I

and every unit u in ZG=hp.x/i can be written in the form D.x/ or D.x/y

for a suitable polynomial D.x/, depending on u:

Note that Assumption 3.7 implies that Ct is a normal subgroup of G and thus yxy�1D

y�1xy D xr with .r; t/D 1. The second clause of (�) means that p.x/ is a product
of distinct cyclotomic polynomials ˆs.x/ where s j t . Let � denote a primitive s th
root of unity. Then �r is also a primitive s th root of unity. Thus ˆs.�

r /D 0 and �
is a root of ˆs.x

r /. Since ˆs.x/ is irreducible over Q, ˆs.x/jˆs.x
r /. Therefore

hˆs.x/i and also hp.x/i are two-sided ideals in ZG .

Corollary 3.6 implies that ˆ2m.x/ satisfies (�) when n is odd, m> 1, and mjn with
G D ZQ4n .
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Lemma 3.8 Let G satisfy the above Assumption 3.7. Assume that the integral poly-
nomials p.x/ and q.x/ satisfy (�) and that the ideal I D hp.x/; q.x/i in ZŒx� is not
ZŒx�, while its rationalization QI equals QŒx�. Then p.x/q.x/ also satisfies (�).

Proof Let � 2 ZG , and suppose that � D A.x/ C B.x/y represents a unit in
ZG=hp.x/q.x/i for some polynomials A.x/, B.x/ in ZŒx�. Since � must map to a
unit in ZG=hp.x/i, either A.x/� 0 mod hp.x/i or B.x/� 0 mod hp.x/i. Simi-
larly for ZG=hq.x/i. Thus if � has the form c.x/p.x/C d.x/q.x/y or c.x/q.x/C

d.x/p.x/y for some c.x/; d.x/ then hp.x/; q.x/i D ZG . There remains the case
that A.x/D ˛.x/p.x/D ˇ.x/q.x/, where ˛.x/, ˇ.x/ are in ZŒx� (or the analogous
case for B.x/). Since QI DQŒx�, there exist u.x/, v.x/ in ZŒx� such that

u.x/p.x/C v.x/q.x/D j 2 Z n f0g

and q.x/jj˛.x/. Because q.x/ is an integral polynomial with leading coefficient ˙1,
the Euclidean algorithm gives ˛.x/D s.x/q.x/C r.x/, where s.x/, r.x/ are integral
polynomials with r.x/D 0 or deg r.x/ < deg q.x/. It follows that hp.x/i\hq.x/i D
hp.x/q.x/i and either A.x/ or B.x/ must be a multiple of p.x/q.x/.

Theorem 3.9 In ZŒx� the ideal hˆm.x/; ˆn.x/i is all of ZŒx� unless nDmpr or mD

npr for some prime p . If mD npr with r � 1, then hˆm.x/; ˆn.x/i D hˆn.x/;pi.

Proof This is due to Diederichsen [5]; cf Swan [20, Appendix B, Theorem B1].

Corollary 3.10 Let m> 1 be an integer and L a finite set of integers ` > 1 such that
either hˆ

`
.x/; ˆm.x/i D h1i or `=m is a proper power of some prime p

`
. Let

p.x/D
Y
`2L

ˆ`.x/:

hˆm.x/;p.x/i D
D
ˆm.x/;

Y
p`

E
Then

in ZŒx�. The latter product is indexed by all ` 2 L for which p
`

is defined. (By
convention, the product over the empty set denotes 1.)

Proof By induction on the number of elements of L. Note that if p.x/Dˆ
`
.x/q.x/,

then hˆm.x/;p.x/i D hˆm.x/; hˆm.x/; ˆ`
.x/iq.x/i.

Theorem 3.11 Let n > 1 be odd. Let P be the left ideal haC by;xC 1i � ZQ4n

and .a2C b2; 2n/ D 1. If neither a nor b is a multiple of n, then P is not free. In
addition, P=NP is not singly generated as a ZQ4n –module.
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14 F Rudolf Beyl and Nancy Waller

Proof Assume P=NP is singly generated. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a � 2 ZQ4n

such that � mod h„i is a unit in ZQ4n=h„i and �� aC by mod hxC 1i. Since

„D .1Cy/

n�1X
`D0

x2`
D .1Cy/

n�1X
`D0

x`.1�xCx2
�� � �Cxn�1/D .1Cy/

n�1X
`D0

x` 2n.x/ ;

any such unit must map to a unit x� 2 ZQ4n=h 2n
.x/i where � mod hx C 1i D

aC by 2 .ZnŒy�=hy
2C 1i/� . Here

 2n.x/D
Y

d jn; d 6D1

ˆ2d .x/:

Order the divisors of n by increasing magnitude. For every proper divisor r of n, there
exists a prime p such that dDpr is also a divisor of n. First consider ZQ4n=hˆ2n.x/i.
If �DA.x/CB.x/y is a unit in ZQ4n=hˆ2n.x/i for some polynomials A.x/;B.x/,
then by Corollary 3.6 either A.x/ or B.x/ is a multiple of ˆ2n.x/. For induction,
observe: If

q.x/D
Y

d jn; r<d�n

ˆ2d .x/

satisfies (�) and p.x/Dˆ2r .x/ for 1< r < n, then p.x/q.x/ satisfies (�) by Lemma
3.8. Consequently, a finite number of induction steps gives that either A.x/ or B.x/

is a multiple of  
2n
.x/ and thus either a D A.�1/ or b D B.�1/ is a multiple of

nD  
2n
.�1/, a contradiction. Thus P=NP and the more P are not singly generated

as ZQ4n –modules, so P is not free as a ZQ4n –module.

4 Examples

Example 4.1 Let n�7 be an odd integer not divisible by 5. Let P Dh�3C4y; xC1i

� ZQ4n . Since �3C 4y D .1C 2y/2 2 ZnŒy�=hy
2C 1i and .�3/2C 42 D 25, P is

stably free by Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 3.11 P is not free and P=NP is not singly
generated.

Example 4.2 Let n � 7 be an odd integer divisible by 5 but not by 13. Since
5C12y D .3C2y/2 2ZnŒy�=hy

2C1i and 52C122D 132 , P D h5C12y;xC1i �

ZQ4n is stably free by Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 3.11 P is not free and P=NP is
not singly generated.

Example 4.3 Let nD 5s` be an odd natural number, where s� 1, 13j` and .`; 5/D 1.
Use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to determine e and f mod 2n where e � 3
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mod 5s , e�1 mod `, e�1 mod 2, f �2 mod 5s , f �2 mod `, f �0 mod 2.
Let a and b be integers with a � e2 � f 2 mod 2n and b � 2ef mod 2n. Then
aC by D .eC fy/2 2 ZnŒy�=hy

2C 1i and P D haC by;xC 1i � ZQ4n is stably
free. By Theorem 3.11 P is not free and P=NP is not singly generated.

Theorem 4.4 (Swan [20, p 66]) If n� 7 is odd, there are stably free modules of rank
1 over ZQ4n which are not free.

Proof By Examples 4.1 to 4.3.

In the following, we use the alternative presentation

Q4n D hx;y
ˇ̌

xny�2;yxyx�nC1
i :

Let n � 3 be an odd natural number. As in Theorem 2.2, let aC by D h.eC fy/2

with .a2C b2; 1/D 1. Then PaCby is stably free and the construction given in our
previous paper [3] gives a free algebraic 2–complex over Q4n , ie, a truncated free
resolution:

ZQ 2
4n

@2
�!ZQ 2

4n

@1
�!ZQ4n

"
�!Z! 0 ;

where " is augmentation and the boundary maps are given by multiplying row vectors
on the right by matrices. The matrix for @1 is

�
x�1
y�1

�
and the matrix for @2 is

‚

26664
n�1P
kD0

xk �.1Cy/

y �
n�2P
kD0

xk 1Cyx

37775
where ‚ is given by (2–9).

Example 4.5 For aCbyD�3C4y and n not a multiple of 5, Example 4.1 provides
an infinite collection of such algebraic 2–complexes where ‚ is explicitly given by
the isomorphism of Example 2.4. When P is given by Example 4.2 or Example 4.3,
for the ‚ of (2–9), choose h D 1, the factor ˆ.e; f; n/ according to Corollary 1.7,
the integer c and ‰.e; f; n/ as in (2–7). In all of these cases P=NP is not singly
generated. Thus for all odd n� 7, this gives explicit algebraic 2–complexes for whose
chain homotopy type the question of geometrization realization remains undecided.
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